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This Cause came on for hearing before the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining (the "Board")

on Wednesday, March 27,2019, at 10:00 a.m., in the Auditorium of the Utah Department of

Natural Resources in Salt Lake City, Utah on Altamont Energy Operating LLC's ("Altamont" or

"Petitioner") Request for Agency Action (the "Request").

The Board members present and participating in the hearing were Chairman Ruland J. Gill,

Jr., Chris D. Hansen, Carl F. Kendell, Susan S. Davis, Gordon L. Moon, and Richard K. Borden.

Board Member Michael R. Brown was unable to attend. Michael Begley, Assistant Attorney

General, represented the Board. Thomas Kessinger, Assistant Attorney General, represented the

IN THE MATTER OF THE REQUEST
FOR AGENCY ACTION OF
ALTAMONT ENERGY OPERATING
LLC FOR AN ORDER AMENDING THE
BOARD'S ORDER IN DOCKET NO.
2008-024, CAUSE NO. 139-84 AND
ESTABLISHING OVERLAPPING 640.
ACRE DRILLING UNITS AND
OVERLAPPING "STAND UP" 1,280-
ACRE DRILLING UNITS, FOR THE
PRODUCTION OF OIL, GAS AND
ASSOCIATED HYDROCARBONS
FROM THE LOWER GREEN RIVER-
WASATCH (COLTON) FORMATIONS
IN: (1) SECTIONS 1-12, TOWNSHIP 2
souTH, RANGE I WEST, U.S.M. AND
(2) SECTTONS 1 AND 120 TOWNSHTP 2
souTH, RANGE 2 WEST, U.S.M., ALL
IN DUCHESNE COUNTY, UTAH



Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining (the "Division"). Dustin Doucet, Petroleum Engineer for

the Division and John Rogers, Associate Director (Oil and Gas) of the Division, also participated

in the hearing.

Mitchell S. Maio, of Lear & Lear P.L.L.C., appeared on behalf of Altamont. 'l'estiiying on

behalf of Altamont were Josh Crist-a Petroleum Landman for Altamont; Mike Decker-Vice

President and Chief Operating Officer of Altamont; and Deborah Ryan-a consulting reservoir

engineer for Altamont. Mr. Crist testified only as a fact witness. Mr. Decker and Ms. Ryan were

both recognizedby the Board as experts for purposes of their testimony at the March 2019 Board

hearing in the above-captioned Cause, in geoscience and reservoir engineering, respectively.

The Division did not file a memorandum to address the Request, and no objections or

protests were filed or received in this Cause. Three letters in support of the Request were filed and

received into the record from the following: (1) John D. Chasel on February 14,2019; (2) the

Bureau of Land Management on February 22,2019; and (3) Joy Hutchison on March 5,2019.

At the conclusion of the March 2019 Board hearing, the Division expressed support for

granting of the Request, as conformed to the testimony and other evidence presented at the March

2019 Board hearing.

NOW THEREFORE, the Board, having fully considered the testimony and evidence

adduced at the hearing and being fully advised in the premises, unanimously makes and enters its

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order (the "Order"), as follows:

FINDINGS OF FACT
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l. Altamont is a Delaware limited liability company, with its principal place of

business in Greenwood Village, Colorado. Altamont is duly qualified to conduct business in the

State of Utah, and is fully and appropriately bonded as required by all relevant federal, tribal and

State of Utah governmental agencies.

2. Altamont owns substantial oil and gas leasehold working interests in certain lands

more particularly described for purposes of this Cause as follows:

Tournqhin ? Snrrfh Renoe 1 Weqf IT S M
Sections 1-12: All

Township 2 South, Ranse 2 West, U.S.M
Sections I and 12: All

(collectively, "Subject Lands").

3. Altamont produces oil, gas and other hydrocarbons from the Lower Green River-

Wasatch (Colton) formation in the Subject Lands, defined for purposes of this Request for Agency

Action ("RAA") as (collectively, ooSubject Formations"):

the interval from the top of the Lower Green River Formation
(Mahogany Marker Bed) to the base of the Green-River Wasatch or
top of the North Horn Formation, the stratigraphic equivalent of
which is defined as between 7,212 feet and 13,651 feet as shown in
the Borehole Compensated Sonic-Gamma Ray Log of the Flying J

- Dustin #1 Well located in the NE%SW% of Section 22, Township
2 South, Range 3 West, U.S.M., and as between 6,555 feet and
12,392 feet as shown on the Digital Sonic Log of the Devon - 1-

2681 Well located in the SW%SW% of Section 26, Township 2

South, Range I West, U.S.M,

4. The oil, gas and other hydrocarbons underlying the Subject Lands are subject to

numerous fee, state, and tribal oil and gas leases.

5. As of the March 2019 Hearing, the Subject lands are subject to:

a
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a. The provisions of the Utah Administrative Code ("Utah Admin. Code")

goveming hydrocarbon operations; and

b. Order 139-84, which authorizes the drilling of up to four (4) vertical

andlor directional wells ("Vertical/Directional Wells") per 640-acre (or the substantial

equivalent) governmental drilling unit established thereby, with 1,320' interwell setbacks and

660' drilling unit boundary setbacks.

6. With the exception of Order 139-84, there are currently no other material well

spacing, density or other orders of the Board affecting the Subject Lands with respect to the

Subject Formations.

7. As of the March 2019 Board hearing, there are 46 existing Vertical/Directional

wells, (the "Existing Vertical/Directional Wells") located on and/or producing from the Subject

Formations on the Subject Lands, as set forth more particularly on Exhibit "A," attached hereto

and incorporated herein.l

8. With the exception of the Existing Vertical/Directional Wells, there are no other

wells drilled or producing from the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands as of the March 2019

Board Hearing.

9. Pursuant to the Board's findings in Order 139-84 and various other orders of the

Board, it is well established that the geologic and reservoir characteristics of the Subject

Formations throughout the Uinta Basin, including the Subject Lands, constitute a "common

I Testimony at the hearing confirmed that there are, prior to entry of this Order, no Existing SLHZ or Existing
LLHZ Wells on the Subject Lands because the lands have not previously been spaced for horizontal drilling.
Accordingly, this Order removes any and all references to Existing SLHZ and LLHZ Wells on the Subject Lands,
especially as it relates to setback requirements.
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source of supply" as that phrase is defined in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-2(19).

10. Altamont's Request seeks, among other relief, maintenance or creation of the

following drilling units (collectively, the "Requested Drilling Units"):

a. The maintenance of Order 139-84 as to the establishment of 640-acre (or

the substantial equivalent) drilling units, each comprised of a governmental section, for the

vertical/directional well development of the Subject Formations (each a "VerticaUDirectional

Well Unit" and collectively, "VerticaVDirectional Well Units") on the Subject Lands.

b. The amendment of Order 139-84 to include the establishment of (14)

fourteen overlapping 640-acre (or the substantial equivalent) drilling units, each comprised of a

single governmental section, for the short-lateral horizontal well development of the Subject

Formations (each an"SLHZ WelI Unit" and collectively, *SLH.ZWell Units"), as to the Subject

Lands.

c. The amendment of Order 139-84 to include the establishment of seven (7)

overlapping 1,280-acre (or the substantial equivalent) "stand up" drilling units, each comprised of

2 governmental sections, for the long-lateral well development of the Subject Formations (each a

*LLHZ Well Unit" and collectively, *LLHZ Well Units"), as to the Subject lands.

1 1. Geologic and engineering data introduced at the hearing, accompanied by the

records underlying a number of relevant Board Orders of which the Board has taken official

notice, 2 demonstrates that:

2TheboardtookofhcialnoticeoftherecordsinCauseNos.139-138,139-140,139-143,139-149,139-153,139-

154, and 139-157 pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-4-206(1)(b)(iv) and Utah Admin. Code Rule R.641-108-204.
These Causes deal with lands contiguous to the Subject Lands. By taking official notice of these Causes, and their
associated records and Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Orders, the Board followed its mandate to conform
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a. The drilling and production of future Vertical/Directional Wells, future

SLHZ Wells and future LLHZ Wells in the Requested Well Units will result in inueased

production and productivity, and increased cost effectiveness, over the drilling and production of

the wells currently authorized under Order 139-84 alone, and will allow access to additional

resources in the Subject Formations that would not otherwise be recovered.

b. The overlapping nature of these drilling units will provide Altamont with

the flexibility needed to drill vertical/directional, short-lateral horizontal and long-lateral

horizontal wells in a manner driven by geology, engineering, impact minimization and efficiency.

It will also afford predictability in the preparation of tribal communitization agreements as

necessary and in the prosecution of future compulsory pooling proceedings before the Board,

offering Altamont an opportunity to rehne its long-term development plans concerning the Subject

Lands. Indeed, the flexibility requested herein with respect to the development of the Subject

Lands is necessary to allow the orderly development of the Subject Formations, to protect

correlative rights, prevent waste, and maximize resource recovery.

c. Up to four (4) Vertical/Directional Wells in each Vertical/Directional Well

Unit established in the Subject Lands, for a total of four (4) Vertical/Directional Wells per single

governmental section, inclusive of any Existing Vertical/Directional Wells in any such

Vertical/Directional Well Unit as of the date of the March 2019 hearing are necessary to allow

its spacing order to the evolving understanding ofthe geologic and engineering realities in the area ofthe Subject
Lands as outlined in its general mandate set forth in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6. However, the Board desires to
expressly clarifu that the administrative notice taken is for guidance and educational purposes only and not
recognition for precedence.
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flexibility in the drilling of wells and to allow the maximum recovery of resources from all zones

and intervals found within the Subject Formations.

d. Up to twelve (12) SLHZ Wells, each comprised of alateral wellbore up to

1 mile in length, in each SLHZ Well Unit (inclusive of: (i) any future SLHZ Wells drilled within

such SLHZ Well UniU and (ii) any future LLHZ Wells drilled on any lands contained within such

SLHZ Well Unit), are necessary to allow flexibility in the drilling of wells and to allow the

maximum recovery of resources from all zones and intervals found within the Subject Formations.

e. Up to twelve (L})LLHZ Wells, each comprised of a lateralwellbore greater

than 1 mile in length, in each LLHZ Well Unit (inclusive of: (i) any future LLHZ Wells drilled

within such LLHZ Well Unit; and (ii) any future SLHZ Wells drilled on any lands contained within

such LLHZ Well Unit), are necessary to allow flexibility in the drilling of wells and to allow the

maximum recovery of resources from all zones and intervals found within the Subject Formations.

f. With respect to Vertical/Directional Wells: (i) setbacks no closer than 330'

from any Existing Vertical/Directional Well, any future Vertical/Directional Well, or any future

LLHZ Well; (ii) no setbacks between future Vertical/Directional Wells and SLHZ Wells; and (iii)

setbacks no closer than 560' from the boundary of any Vertical/Directional Well Units, absent an

exception location approval by the Board pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-3, will allow

greater flexibility in locating future Vertical/Directional Wells upon the Subject Lands, while still

protecting correlative rights.

g. With respect to SLHZ Wells: (i) no producing interval setbacks between

future SLHZ Wells and future and/or Existing Vertical/Directional Wells; (ii) producing interval

setbacks of 560' laterally from the east and west boundaries of each SLHZ Well Unit;
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(iii) producing interval setbacks of 330' laterally from the north and south boundaries of each

SLHZ Well Unit; and (iv) producing interval setbacks of 330' laterally from the producing interval

of any future SLHZ Well or future LLHZ Well within the SLHZ Well Unit, absent an exception

location approval by the Board pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-3, will allow greater

flexibility in locating future SLHZ Wells upon the Subject Lands, while still protecting correlative

rights.

h. With respect to LLHZ Wells: (i) producing interval setbacks of 560'

laterally from the east and west boundaries of each LLHZ Well Unit; (ii) producing interval

setbacks of 330' laterally from the north and south boundaries of each LLHZ Well Unit; and (iii)

producing interval setbacks of 330' laterally from the producing interval of any existing or future

Vertical/Directional Well, future SLHZ Well, or future LLHZ Well withintheLLHZ Well Unit,

absent an exception location approval by the Board pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-

3, will allow greater flexibility in locating future LLHZ Wells upon the Subject Lands, while still

protecting correlative rights.

i. With respect to future SLHZ Wells and LLHZ Wells drilled to separate

zones within the Subject Formations (each a "Stacked HZ Well" and collectively "Stacked HZ

Wells"): (i) no interwell producing interval setback distance laterally within any SLHZ Well Unit

or LLHZ Well Unit between Stacked HZ Wells; and (ii) producing interval setbacks of 100'

vertically from the producing interval of another Stacked HZ Well within an SLHZ Well Unit or

LLHZ Well Unit, absent an exception location approval by the Board pursuant to Utah Admin.

Code Rule R649-3-3, will allow greater flexibility in locating future Stacked HZ Wells upon the

Subject Lands, while still protecting correlative rights.
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j. It is difficult, if not impossible, to establish uniform producing interval

setbacks between Existing Vertical/Directional Wells, future Vertical/Directional Wells, future

SLHZ Wells, and future LLHZ Wells, but the same may be required to maximize resource

recovery from the Subject Formations, and the separation of individual production intervals within

the pool of the Subject Formations would require separate metering and create additional

administrative burdens to either prevent, or effect, the commingling of production from the Subject

Formations;

12. Due to the presence of interests owned by or through the United States Department

of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs ("BIA"), and/or by tribal or allottee lessors covering

portions of the Subject Lands, the preparation and execution oftribal communitizationagreements

may be required (whether by regulation and guideline, or through BIA practice), a prerequisite of

which is the maintenance of the existing Vertical/Directional Well Units and the establishment of

the requested SLHZ Well Units andLLHZ Well Units.

13. A true and complete copy of Altamont's Request was mailed, postage pre-paid

certified with return receipt requested, and properly addressed to all royalty and working interest

owners (including unleased owners) within the Subject Lands; to all royalty and working interest

owners (including unleased owners) within an approximate half-mile buffer surrounding the

Subject Lands; and to the BLM, the BIA and the State of Utah School and Institutional Trust

Lands Administration ("SITLA"), being the supervising federal and state governmental agencies

having jurisdiction over Ute Tribe/allottee and State of Utah mineral ownership, respectively, in

the Subject Lands. The mailings were sent to said parties at their last addresses disclosed by the

relevant realty records of the BLM, BIA, SITLA, Duchesne County, Utah, and Uintah County,
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Utah, or as the same may have been otherwise provided to Altamont.

14. Notice of the filing of the Request, and of the March 2019 Board hearing, was

duly published in the Salt Lake Tribune and Deseret Moming News on February 3,2019, and in

the Uintah Basin Standard on February 5,2019.

15. The vote of the Board members present and participating in the March 2019

Board hearing concerning this Cause was unanimous (6-0) in favor of granting Altamont's

Request.3

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Board has jurisdiction of the parties and of the subject matter of the Request

for Agency Action pursuant to sections 40-6-5(3Xb) and 40-6-6 of the Utah Code.

2. Due and regular notice of the time, place and purpose of the March 2019 Board

hearing was properly given to all parties whose legally protected interests are affected by the

Request, in the form and manner as required by law and the Utah Admin. Code.

3. The Board has a duty to conform its spacing orders to the evolving understanding

of the geologic and engineering realities in the area of the Subject Lands as outlined in its

general mandate set forth in Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-6. Consistent with that mandate, and

pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ 63c-4-206(1)(b)(iv) and Utah Admin. Code Rule 641-108-204,

the Board takes official notice of the records in Cause Nos. 139-138, 139-140, 139-143, 139-149,

139-153,139-154, and 139-157, insofar as such notice aids the Board in satisfying the above-

referenced mandate, and notes the general consistency of the findings, conclusions and relief

3 Board member Gordon Moon moved for approval of the Request. Board member Carl Kendell seconded the
motion and the subsequent vote thereon was unanimous.
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granted herein with those of the aforementioned Cause Nos.

4. The Subject Formations constitute a "common source of supply," as that phrase is

defined in section 40-6-2(19) of the Utah Code.

5. No more than four (4) vertical and/or directional wells (or any combination

thereof) drilled to the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands is required to efficiently and

economically drain each 640-acre drilling unit on the Subject Lands.

6. Up to twelve (12) SLHZ wells drilled into the Subject Formations on the Subject

Lands are required to efficiently and economically drain each proposed overlapping 640-acre

drilling unit on the Subject Lands, inclusive of both future SLHZ andLLHZ wells.

7. Up to (12)LLHZ wells drilled into the Subject Formations on the Subject Lands

are required to efficiently and economically drain each proposed'ostand up" 1,280-acre drilling

unit on the Subject Lands, inclusive of both future SLHZ andLLHZ wells.

8. The maintenance of Order 139-84 as to the establishment of 640-acre

Vertical/Directional Well Units for the Subject Formations as to the Subject lands, with the

provisos outlined in the Order below, is fair, reasonable, and justified under the circumstances.

9. The establishment of overlapping 640-acre SLHZ Well Units for the Subject

Formations as to the Subject Lands, subject to the provisos outlined in the Order below, is fair,

reasonable, and justified under the circumstances.

10. The establishment of 1280-acre "stand-up" LLHZ Well Units for the Subject

Formations as to the Subject Lands, subject to the provisos outlined in the Order below, is fair,

reasonable, and justified under the circumstances.

11. Correlative rights will be protected by virtue of the setbacks and effective dates
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outlined below.

12. The relief granted hereby will result in consistent and orderly development and

the greatest recovery of oil, gas and associated hydrocarbons from the Subject Formations

underlying the Subject Lands, prevent waste and adequately protect the conelative rights of all

affected parties.

13. Altamont has sustained its burden of proof, demonstrated good cause, and

satisfied all legal requirements for granting of the Request for Agency Action.

ORDER

Based upon the Request, the evidence submitted at the March 2019 Board hearing and the

findings of fact and conclusions of law as stated above, the Board HEREBY ORDERS that:

A. The request in this cause is GRANTED;

B. The Subject Formations are hereby designated a "common source of supply," as

the phrase is defined in Utah Code Ann. $ a0-6-2(19);

C. Order 139-84 is hereby amended in accordance with this Order, as to the Subject

Lands alone, for all purposes by the terms and provisions of this Order, and shall otherwise remain

valid and in full force and effect as to all lands covered thereby other than the Subject Lands.

D. The VerticaliDirectional Well Units, as established by Order 139-84, are hereby

maintained for the Subject Lands and the Subject Formations for all Existing Vertical/Directional

Wells and future Vertical/Directional Wells and shall remain in force subject to the amendments

outlined below.

E. Order 139-84 is hereby amended as to the Subject Lands to establish the SLHZ

Well Units uponthe Subject Lands forthe Subject Formations for all future SLHZ Wells, effective
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the date of this Order;

F. Order 139-84 is hereby amended as to the Subject Lands to establish the LLHZ

Well Units upon the Subject Lands for the Subject Formations for all future LLHZ Wells, effective

the date of this Order;

G. The drilling, completion and operation of up to 4 Vertical/Directional Wells in

each Vertical/Directional Well Unit on the Subject Lands, for a total of 4 Vertical/Directional

Wells per single governmental section (inclusive of Existing Vertical/Directional Wells) for the

Subject Formations, is hereby authorized;

H. The drilling, completion and operation of up to 12SLHZ Wells in each SLHZ Well

Unit on the Subject Lands (inclusive of: (1) any future SLHZ Wells drilled within such SLHZ

Well Unit and(2) any future LLHZ Wells drilled on any lands contained within such SLHZ Well

Unit) for the Subject Formations, is hereby authorized.

I. The drilling, completion and operation of up to IZLLHZ Wells in each LLHZ Well

Unit on the Subject Lands (inclusive of: (1) any future LLHZ Wells drilled within such LLHZ

Well Unit and (2) any future SLHZ Wells drilled on any lands contained within such LLHZ Well

Unit) for the Subject Formations, is hereby authorized;

J. Future Vertical/Directional Wells within each Vertical/Directional Unit shall be

drilled, completed and operated: (1) no closer than 330' from any Existing Vertical/Directional

Well, future Vertical/Directional Well, or future LLHZ Well and (2) no closer than 560' from the

boundary of any Vertical/Directional Well Unit, absent exception location approval by the Board

pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-3;

K. There shall be no producing interval setbacks between future SLHZ Wells and
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future Vertical/Directional Wells in any Vertical/Directional Well Unit, absent an exception

location approval by the Board pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-3;

L. There shall be SLHZ Well producing interval setbacks of: (1) 560' laterally from

the east and west boundaries of the SLHZ Well Unit; (2) 330' laterally from the north and south

boundaries of the SLHZ Well Unit; and (3) 330' laterally from the producing interval of any future

SLHZ Well, or future LLHZ Well within the SLHZ Well Unit, absent exception location approval

by the Board pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-3;

M. There shall be future LLHZ Well producing interval setbacks of: (1) 560' laterally

from east and west boundaries of the LLHZ Well Unit; (2) 330' laterally from the north and south

boundaries of the LLHZ Well Uniq and (3) 330' laterally from the producing interval of any

Existing Vertical/Directional Well, future Vertical/Directional Well, future SLHZ Well, or future

LLHZ Well within theLLHZ Well Unit, absent exception location approval by the Board pursuant

to Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-3;

N. There shall be no interwell producing interval setback distance laterally within any

SLHZ Well Unit or LLHZ Well Unit between Stacked HZ Wells, absent exception location

approval by the Board pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-3;

O. There shall be producing interval setbacks of 100' vertically from the producing

interval of another Stacked HZ Well within such SLHZ Well Unit or LLHZ Well Unit, absent

exception location approval by the Board pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-3;

P. The surface location of any future Vertical/Directional Well upon the Subject Lands

may be located pursuant to Order 139-84;

a. The surface location of any future SLHZ Well or future LLHZ Well may be located
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anywhere within any SLHZ Well Unit oTLLHZ Well Unit, absent an exception location approval

by the Board pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-3, and subject to the acquisition of

proper surface and subsurface estate authorizations, as required by Utah law, and the

casing/cementing of any future SLHZ Well or future LLHZ Well to the 330' setbacks set fonh in

Paragraphs L & M above, to be evidenced by a self-certification of the same executed by the

operator of the subject SLHZ Well or LLHZ Well and filed with the Division, and provided that

the other setbacks set forth above are otherwise maintained;

R. The operator shall appear before the Board on the first anniversary of the effective

date of this Order, and on each of the 4 anniversaries thereafter, for the purpose of: (1) providing

the Board with information and data concerning such operator's operations on the Subject Lands

pursuant to such order and (2) based thereon, determining the need, if any, for the Board's

amendment, modification and/or termination of any such order;

S. This order shall expire five years from the date of its issuance, unless otherwise

extended, amended, modified and/or otherwise made permanent by the Board;

T. The allocation of proceeds of production of oil, gas and associated hydrocarbons

from the Subject Formations upon the Subject Lands should be effected in a manner that is tied to

overlapping drilling unit establishment for specific well types, i.e. production from

Vertical/Directional Wells should be allocated to each such well's specific existing/maintained

Vertical/Directional Well Unit, production from SLHZ Wells should be allocated to each such

well's specific proposed SLHZ Well Unit, and production from LLHZ Wells should be allocated

to each such well's specific proposed LLHZ Well Unit

U. Pursuantto UtahAdmin. Code Rule 64l andUtah CodeAnn. $$63G-4-204 through
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208, the Board has considered and decided this Cause as a formal adjudication.

V. This Order is based exclusively on evidence of record in the adjudicative

proceeding, or on facts officially noted as weighed and analyzed by the Board in the exercise of

its expertise as set forth in Utah Code Arur. $$ a0-6-aQ)@) through (3), and it constituted the

signed written order stating the Board's decision and the reasons for the decision, all as required

by the State of Utah Administrative Procedures Act, Utah Code Ann. $ 63G-4-208 and Utah

Admin. Code Rule R641-109.

W. Notice of Right of Judicial Review by the Supreme Court of the State of Utah.

The Board hereby notifies all parties to this proceeding that they have the right to seek judicial

review of this Order by filing an appeal with the Supreme Court of the State of Utah within 30

days after the date this Order is issued. SeeUtah Code $ 63c-4-208(tXf); Id. 5 63G-4-a01(3)(a).

X. Notice of Right to Petition for Reconsideration. As an alternative, but not as a

prerequisite, to judicial review, the Board hereby notifies all parties to this proceeding that they

may apply for reconsideration of this Order. See Utah Code $ 63G-4-302. In pertinent part, the

Utah Administrative Procedures Act provides:

(1) (a) Within 20 days after the date that an order is issued for which
review by the agency or by a superior agency under Section 63G-4-
301 is unavailable, and if the order would otherwise constitute final
agency action, any party may file a written request for
reconsideration with the agency, stating the specihc grounds upon
which relief is requested.
(b) Unless otherwise provided by statute, the filing of the request is
not a prerequisite for seeking judicial review of the order.
(2) The request for reconsideration shall be filed with the agency
and one copy shall be mailed to each party by the person making the
request.
(3Xa) The agency head, or a person designated for that purpose,
shall issue a written order granting the request or denying the
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request.
(b) Ifthe agency head or the person designated for that purpose does
not issue an order within 20 days after the filing of the request, the
request for reconsideration shall be considered to be denied.

Id.

Y. The Board also hereby notifies all parties that Utah Admin. Code R641-110-100,

which is part of a group of Board rules entitled "Rehearing and Modification of Existing Orders,"

states:

Any person affected by a final order or decision of the Board may
file a petition for rehearing. Unless otherwise provided, a petition
for rehearing must be hled no later than the 10th day of the month
following the date of signing of the hnal order or decision for which
the rehearing is sought. A copy of such petition will be served on
each other party to the proceeding no later than the l5th day of that
month.

Utah Admin. Code R641-110-100.

Z. Utah Admin. Code Rule R641 - 1 10-200 provides the required contents of a petition

for rehearing.

AA. If there is any conflict between the deadlines provided in the Utah Administrative

Procedures Act and the Rules of Practice and Procedure before the Board of Oil, Gas and Mining,

the later of the two deadlines shall be available to any party moving to rehear this matter. If the

Board later denies a timely petition for rehearing, the aggrieved party may seek judicial review of

the order by perfecting an appeal with the Utah Supreme Court within 30 days thereafter.

BB. The Board retains exclusive and continuing jurisdiction of all matters covered by

this Order and of all parties affected thereby; specifically, the Board retains and reserves exclusive

and continuing jurisdiction to make further orders as appropriate and authorized by statute and

applicable regulations.
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The Chairman's signature on a facsimile copy of this Order shall be deemed the equivalent

of a signed original for all purposes.

EN'I'ERED this _ day of 2019

STATE OF UTAH
BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING

Ruland J. Gill Jr., Chairman
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API WELL NAME: OPERATOR: ORIENTATION: TWN/RNG: SECTION:
4304730174 J ROBERTSON 1-

1B1
EP Energy E&P

Company, L.P.

Vertical 25-1W 1

4304710391 GEOTRONIC-

STATE 1

Geotronic
Development

Co

Vertical 25-lW 2

4304730167 TODD USA ST 1-

28L
EP Energy E&P

Company, L.P.

Vertical 25-lW 2

43047s1180 YOUNG 2-2BT EP Energy E&P

Company, L.P.

Vertical 25-1W 2

4304755666 Young 2-2BL Axia Energy ll,
LLC

Vertical 25-1W 2

43047ss775 Todd 3-281 Axia Energy ll,
LLC

Not Provided 25-1W 2

4301330249 SHISLER 1-381- EP Energy E&P

Companv, L.P.

Vertical 25-lW J

4301331147 HATCH 2.387 Altamont Vertical 25-lW J

4301330194 UTE TRIBAL 9-
481.

EP Energy E&P

Company, L.P.

Vertical 25-lW 4

4301331317 MITCHELL 2-4BI Altamont Vertical 2S-lW 4

43013s1464 Bingham #3-481 Altamont Vertical 25-lW 4

430r330226 HATCH 1-581 EP Energy E&P

Companv, L.P.

Vertical 25-1W 5

4301331286 BAR-F 2-5B1 Altamont Directional 25-1W 5

4301351632 RED MOUNTAIN
3-5B1

Altamont
Vertical 2S-1W 5

4301330210 J LAMICQ STATE

1_-6B1

EP Energy E&P

Company, L.P.

Vertical 25-1W 6

4301330809 LAMICQ 2-6BL Altamont Vertical 25-1W 6

4301330236 CAMPBELL UTE

sT 1-781
Altamont

Vertical 2S-lW

4301331341 FRESTON 2-7BT Altamont Vertical 25-1W 7

4301330294 FRESTON ST 1-

8B1 Altamont
Vertical 23-lW 8

430133 1055 FRESTON ST 2-
88L

Chevron USA

lnc
Vertical 25-1W 8

4301331203 FRESTON 2-881 Altamont Not Provided 2S-1W 8

43013s1836 MORRTS #3-8B1 Linn Operating,
LLC

Not Provided 25-1W 8

43013s3863 Morris H 41-8-25- Altamont Not Provided 2S-1W 8
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430 13s3868 Morris 41-8-2S-

1W
Altamont Not Provided 25-1W 8

4301330315 NORLING 1-981 EP Energy E&P

Company, L.P.

Vertical 25-1W 9

43013311s1 NORLING 2-981 Altamont Vertical 2S-1W 9

43013s1839 MORRTS #3-9B1 Devon Energy

Prod Co LP

Not Provided 25-lW 9

4301353828 Morris 11-9-2S-

1W
Altamont

Not Provided 25-lW 9

4301330287 LYN TIMOTHY U

1-10B1

Pennzoil Explor
& Prod Co

Vertical 25-1W 10

4301330367 2-roB7 Devon Energy
Prod Co LP

Vertical 2S-lW l0

4301331332 EDWARDS 3-

10B1
Altamont

Vertical 25-1W 10

4304734080 THOMAS 4-1081 Altamont Vertical 2S-lW 10

430 I 350087 STAUFFER 2-1.T81. El Paso E&P

Company, LP

Not Provided 25-tW 11

4304730171 UTAH STATE L B

1-1181
EP Energy E&P

Company, L.P.

Vertical 25-1W 11

4304753066 Wiscombe 2-

11B1

EP Energy E&P

Company, L.P.

Vertical 25-lW 1l

430475s779 Rasmussen 3-

11B1

Axia Energy ll,
LLC

Directional 2S-1W 1l

4304730164 RBRTSN UTE ST

I-128L
Altamont

Vertical 25-tW t2

4304732178 CHRISTIANSEN 2-

1.2B1.
Altamont

Vertical 25-1W t2

4304752294 HAMAKER 3-

1281.
Altamont

Directional 2S-lW t2

4301330200 L RBRTSN ST 1.-

782
Altamont

Vertical 2S-2W 1

430133099s LAMICQ-

ROBERTSON ST

2-IB2
Altamont

Vertical 2S-2W I

4301351844 MECHAM #3.782 Altamont Vertical 2S-2W I
4301330237 D. CAMPBELL 1-

I2B2
El Paso E&P

Company, LP

Vertical 2S-2W 12

4301331238 SHERMAN 2-

L2B2
Altamont

Vertical 2S-2W 12

4301351742 GALLOWAY #3.
1282

Linn Operating
LLC

Vertical 2S-2W t2

4301353829 Galloway I3-t2- Altamont Not Provided 2S-2W 12
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CERTIF'ICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the attached Findings of Fact,

Conclusions of Law, and Order to be served this _ day of

First Class Mail, postage prepaid to:

20l9,by United States
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